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Pi of the Sky 
- a search for short optical transients 

• Two sites 
– Pi of the Sky North (INTA, Spain) – since 2010 

– Pi of the Sky South (San Pedro de Atacama, Chile) – since 
2010 
– Previously Las Campanas Observatory from 2004 to 2010 

 

• Possibility of observation using parallax (Chile-Spain, 8500 
km) 

 

• Hardware and software was developed by team itself  

 

• The team 
– Center for Theoretical of Physics Polish Academy of Sciences 

– University of Warsaw 

– National Centre for Nuclear Research 

 



Pi of the Sky 

• 4 mounts with 4 cameras that might 

work in coincidence or not 

• Each camera 

– FOV: 20 [deg] x 20 [deg] 

– Limiting brightness: 12 mag 

– Exposition time: 10 s 

• 2 cameras working in coincidence 

• Each camera 

– FOV: 20 [deg] x 20 [deg] 

– Limiting brightness: 12.5 mag 

– Exposition time: 10 s 

 

INTA (Spain) San Pedro de Atacama (Chile) 

http://grb.fuw.edu.pl/pi/img/spda/spda_104299.jpg


Pi of the Sky 



Overview of Pi of the Sky system used 

for EM Follow-up Project 2009-2010 

• Camera: 

– FOV: 20 deg x 20 deg 

– Exposure time: 10 s 

– Limiting magnitude : 12 mag 

– CCD: 2 K x 2 K  

• Observation site: 

– Koczargi Stare near Warsaw, Poland 



EM Follow-up Project 

• Search for an optical counterpart to a 
gravitational waves event candidates 

– to confirm an event 

– to gather more information 

• Two science runs in 2009-2010 (Looc-Up) 

• Future science runs planned in 2015+ 



Possible sources of joint EM-GW signal 

• NS-NS and NS-BH mergers (inspiral)  

 

 

 

 

• Supernovae, Stellar Core-Collapse (burst) 

 

• ??? 

 

 



Models of possible sources 

• Long GRB  

– Long GRB off-axis 

• Short GRB  

– Short GRB off-axis 

• Supernovae 

• Kilonovae 

• Other … 

Pi of the Sky  

limitting magnitude 



Sky localization 
- the search area could be reduced by assuming that GW transient are most likely 

originate form nearby galaxy or globular cluster  



Telescopes Involved in EM Follow-up 

Project (2009-2010) 



A simplified flowachart of the online analysis 



Examples of localization of inspiral and 

burst signals 

Inspiral Signal – G20190 Burst Signal – G23004 



Gravitational Wave Galaxy Catalogue 



Science Runs 

• 8 triggers in two science runs 

 

• Winter Science Run (Dec 09 – Jan 10) 

 

 

• Autumn Science Run (Sep 10 – Oct 10) 



Results 

• Winter Science Run 

– Observation were conducted only during single 

night, so the only results were the number of 

unknown objects 

– It helped to prepare for autumn science run 

• Autumn Science Run 

– Although for each trigger there were candidates 

for EM transient all of them were rejected after 

careful analysis  



Transient Search for EM Follow-up 

by Pi of the Sky 

• Transient search using PotS off-line algorithm: 

– Looking for new objects that fulfill quality constrains 

– Looking for objects that suddenly increase their 

brightness more than 2 mag 

• All transients are undergoing human inspection 

• Objects that are suspected to be transients were 

cross-correlated with INTA images taken few 

months later 



G23004 - Results 

• Pi of the Sky 

– Found around 700 objects 

at the first night that might 

be transient candidates but 

all of them were discarded 

– About 40 objects visible on 

multiple nights were 

classified as transient 

candidates, but none of 

them survived human 

inspection 

– About 40 % of alert area 

was covered in 10 minutes 

 



Pi of the Sky comparison to other 

telescopes 



Lesson Learned 

• With Pi of the Sky system it is possible to image 
huge part (1200 deg^2) of the sky within less 
than an 15 minutes taking multiple images of 
each field 

 

• On-line transient recognition might be helpful in 
next run for effective transients observation and 
recognition 

– And possibly to provide transient for other scopes 



Improving efficiency for possible 

events 

• Lowering constrains for events that are in 

most probable regions of a sky maps of 

gravitational event candidate 

 

• Inspecting all objects that are near to galaxies 

that might be a source of gravitational waves 

(closer than 100 MPc) 



EM FOLLOW-UP PROJECT IN 

ADVANCED DETECTOR ERA 



Advanced Detector Era 

• Currently Virgo and LIGO detectors are being 
upgraded and they should become operational in 
2015 (2016) 

 

• For the upcoming years, till the end of decade, 
detector’s sensitivity curve are planned to be 
improved 

 

• Continuous observation of sky in gravitational 
wave band are planned to start from 2019+ 



Outline of planned science runs 



Advanced Detector Era 
- planned sensitivity improvement over years  



False Alarm Rate 
- additional conformation might be need for low frequency burst signals 

(plots based on LSC-Virgo data 2009-2010) 

Inspiral signals Burst signals 



Range of LIGO and Advanced LIGO 

interferometer 



EM Follow-up in ADE 

• EM Follow-up of GW triggers would be carried out by 

LSC-Virgo and astronomical partners 

 

• MOUs are already been signed with many 

astronomical teams 

 

• After four successful detections of gravitational 

waves, all triggers are going to be publicly available  



Some of teams in EM Follow-up in ADE 



Pi of the Sky in Advance Detector Era 

• Two sites 

– San Pedro de Atacama, Chile 

– INTA, Spain 

 

• Luiza framework new data processing pipeline 

including more accurate 

– Photometry 

– Astrometry 



Pi of the Sky+ 

• Main advantages: 
– Very short reaction time 

– Fast positioning 

 

• Currently under construction 

– Expected installation: 2015/2016 

 

• 4 CCD cameras – 3 frames/sec  (limiting magnitude: 
12 mag) 

 

• FOV 
– (Deep mode) 7 deg x 5 deg  

– (Wide mode) 13 deg x 9 deg 

 

• Pointing speed 30 deg/s 

 

• Planned location: South America 



Pi of the Sky+ 



Observing an object using multiple 

cameras 



Summary 

• Pi of the Sky took part in LSC-Virgo EM Follow-up Project 2009-2010 
(Results are published in ApJS in 2014) and have signed MOU for 
AdE time 

 

• The system would be most helpful in the first few runs science runs 
of EM Follow-up project, when localization uncertainties are going 
to be big 

 

• Pi of the Sky using on-line recognition algorithm might provide 
results of the analysis in matter of minutes. This information might 
be used by other teams for doing more detailed follow-up. 

 

• Enhanced data analysis algorithms or methodologies might be used 
as well for other teams  



BACKUP 



EM Follow-up project 

An observation of an astrophysical event in both gravitational and optical band might 
bring very significant scientific results and could be the first step toward the direct 
detection of gravitational waves. The main aim of the EM Follow-up project, initiated 
by LSC and Virgo collaborations and several other electromagnetic (EM) observation 
teams, was to try to find such a coincidence by doing an electromagnetic follow-up of 
the most promising GW event candidates selected by the low-latency analysis of LIGO 
and Virgo detector data.  

 
 

The first EM Follow-up science run took place in 2009-2010. Nine astronomical teams 
and the Swift satellite team took part in it. Scopes of those teams were placed all over 
the world.  

 
The methods paper was published in 2012 in A&A.  

 
The results paper was publish in 2014 in ApJS. 
 

The next EM Follow-up observations are schedule with Advance LIGO and Advance 
Virgo in 2015+. 

 



Pi of the Sky Data Analysis Pipeline 

• For analysis we used catalog based pipeline 

• As a seed for star catalog we used Guide Star 

Catalog with stars up to 11 mag 

• For each exposition we add all recognized 

stars to the databases with their brightness 

measurements 

– Normalization of brightness to V magnitudes from 

the TYCHO catalog 



Algorithms for fast cross-correlation 

with GWGC 

• The first step towards AdE would be to allow easy 
correlation of observed transients with GWGC 

 

• All alerts could be cross-correlated with GWGC 
and shifter could get immediate information 
about correlation 

 

• For data taken for EM Follow-up 2009-2010 
about 80 objects was associated with GWGC for 
one alert. So this data was easy for human 
inspection. 



Enhancing On-line Algorithm 

• Transient candidates, connected with GWGC 
objects, that passes very basic cuts would be 
considered as valid. Information about failed 
quality cuts would be added do results. 

 

 

• Implementation of this algorithm is tricky to 
make it work in low-latency (it requires px,py -> 
ra,dec) 
– But under the assumption that for every fifth frame 

astrometry is done it is possible 



Enhancing Off-line Algorithm 

• Identify transients 
connected to 
GWGC objects 

• Transients that are 
linked with GWGC, 
would be added to 
results with 
information about 
the cuts that their 
failed, if any. 



Object from GWGC catalogue visible 

for Pi of the Sky 

• In order to prepare for Advanced Detector Era, 
it would be worth to gather information about 
objects that are visible to PotS and estimate 
their brightness (min, max, median value) 

 

• Estimation of brightness of GWGC objects 
would allow to construct better algorithms for 
online and offline transients search in AdE 



Search Area 

- 


